HIGH POWER RANGE RULES:
(These Rules Supplement the Rules Posted At the Main Range)

1.

Only authorized members and their guests may use this range. Members’ badges
must be printed to be authorized to use this range. See Range Safety Officer or
Range Manager for details.

2.

Every Member and guest Must sign in at the Main Range.

3.

You MUST run the red flag out when the range is “HOT” and put out the NO
SHOOTING: PERSONNEL DOWN RANGE sign when going down range.

4.

DO NOT HANDLE FIREARMS WHEN PEOPLE ARE DOWN RANGE.

5.

Extend range courtesy to other shooters when they arrive.

6.

Use only 6mm/.243 or larger, but NO MAGNUM calibers on animal silhouette targets.
Shoot only authorized targets. (NO cans, bottles, plastics, etc.)

7.

DO NOT shoot metal targets with center fire rifle closer than 100 yards. DO NOT
shoot any target stands or pedestals.

8.

DO NOT take silhouette targets from the designated areas.

9.

DO NOT use armor piercing or tracer bullets. NO shooting .50 BMG at ANY metal
targets.

10. DO NOT shoot full automatic firearms at animal targets.
11. DO NOT leave target stands out past 100 yards.
12. PLEASE pick up your brass and remove or put in buckets.
13. PLEASE return all targets, range equipment and sandbags to the target shed.
14. No targets are allowed at less than 25 yards.
15. ALWAYS stand behind the YELLOW LINE during a cease fire.
16. Eye and ear protection are required at ALL times.
17. ALWAYS carry firearms muzzle up, actions open and empty.
18. Muzzles must always be pointed in a safe direction; pointing up or pointing down
range.
19. Firearms are to be kept unloaded unless in use on the firing line.
20. Case and un-case firearms on the shooting bench only, not behind the yellow line.

Failure to Comply with these rules may result in loss of Range Privileges.

